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ABSTRACT

This research is conducted to know the impact of Burnout towards Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB), especially in Premier Surabaya Hospital. In addition, it also wants to compare the Burnout level between group of departments dealing directly with customers and group of departments do not dealing directly with customers. Oldenberg Burnout Inventory consisting of two Burnout dimensions is used to measure the Burnout level. The two dimensions are Exhaustion and Disengagement. Organ’s OCB instruments is used in measuring the OCB level. Non-probability, purposive judgement sampling method is used in this research. Samples are taken from 15 chosen departments in Premier Surabaya Hospital. In the end, 101 samples can be used for the analysis.

Multiple Linear Regression is used to analyze the impact of Burnout towards OCB. The result shows that Burnout has a significant negative effect towards OCB. The author also compare the Burnout level between group of departments dealing directly with customers and group of departments do not dealing directly with customers using Independent Sample t-Test. The result shows that there is no significant difference between the Burnout level of the two groups of departments.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past years, many researchers put their attention to burnout topic (Maslach & Schaufeli, 1993; Chiu & Tsai, 2006; Schaufeli, Leiter, & Maslach, 2008; Senen, Cetin, & Basin, 2011; Talachi & Gorji, 2013). Burnout is “a specific psychological condition in which, people experience emotional exhaustion, a
lack of personal accomplishment and tending to depersonalize others” (Talachi & Gorji, 2013). It was first and mostly found in human service industry even though later it was also found in other jobs such as managers and entrepreneurs (Schaufeli, Leiter, & Maslach, 2008; Talachi & Gorji, 2013).

The existence of burnout in a company can lead to the unlikeliness of the employees to do more for the company i.e. a decrease in Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB) (Chiu & Tsai, 2006; Ying, 2012; Talachi & Gorji, 2013). By definition, OCB is an individual behavior where the employee is willing to do extra jobs which are not compulsory in job definitions, not rewarded or punished by organization management, and are discretionary, and in the end promotes effectiveness and efficiency for the organization (Organ, 1988; Sesen, Cetin, & Basin, 2011).

As a industry where the professionals will deal directly with the customers, healthcare also gets attention from several researchers. Schaufeli (2007) conducted a research showing that healthcare professionals are prone to burnout. She found that many professionals in healthcare industry were emotionally exhausted, had developed negative perceptions about their patients, and experienced a crisis in their professional competence (In Schaufeli, Maslach & Schaufeli, 1993). Moreover, customers in hospital suffer from internal bodily stimulation due to their disease and chemically related depressive responses depends on the medication that they are going through. Those conditions can lead to a higher sensitivity (Meindl, n.d.). Highly sensitive patients will give more pressure to workers as they have higher chance of releasing their depression and anger towards the workers (L.P. Agustinawati, personal communication, January, 2015).

Premier Surabaya, as a hospital, runs under healthcare industry. Moreover, they position themselves as a premium hospital where the customers will have more demands and requests that can contribute to the burnout level in Premier Surabaya Hospital (L.P. Agustinawati, personal communication, January, 2015). Based on the background of burnout in healthcare industry and Premier Surabaya as a premium hospital, the following questions are raised: “Does burnout dimensions affect the OCB level of the employee of Premier Surabaya Hospital simultaneously?” and “Does burnout dimensions individually affect the OCB level of the employee of Premier Surabaya Hospital?”

There is an interesting fact happened that the research conducted by Harnida (2014) reveals that the burnout level in Premier Surabaya Hospital is low. But, the research only took Nursing Department as the samples. Still, this finding is contradictory with several researches which indicates that healthcare professionals, including nurses, are prone to burnout and often experience burnout (Maslach & Schaufeli, 1993; Maslach, Jackson, & Leiter, 1996; Maslach, 2003; Chopra, Sotile, & Sotile, 2004). The author would like to check using another tool whether the burnout level in Premier Surabaya Hospital, not only in Nursing Department but also in the other 14 chosen departments, dealing and not dealing with directly with customers, is really low.

Most previous researches focus more on the job that deals directly with customers (Chiu & Tsai, 2006; Chopra, Sotile, & Sotile, 2004; Maslach, 2003; Maslach, Jackson, and Leiter, 1996). Not only that, from the author’s observation when having internship in HRD department of Premier Surabaya Hospital, the author found that the employees who consult with the HRD team regarding to their working problem come from the group which does not deal directly with customers. This makes author comes up with a question: “Which group of department has higher burnout level between the one which deals directly with patients and the one which does not?”

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Burnout**

According to Talachi and Gorji (2013), Burnout is “a specific psychological condition in which, people experience emotional exhaustion, a lack of personal accomplishment and tending to depersonalize others”. Many researchers have developed measurement tools for burnout. The first one is the Maslach Burnout Inventory or MBI which has three main dimensions of emotional exhaustion, personal accomplishment, and depersonalization (Maslach & Jackson, 1981). According to Maslach and Jackson (1981), emotional exhaustion is a condition when workers emotional resource is depleted and they feel unable to give themselves at psychological level anymore. They also explain about cynicism which is a state when workers develop negative attitudes and feelings towards their clients, and depersonalization which is a tendency of giving negative valuation to themselves and their works.

However, MBI was developed with a focus on human service or employees working with people only (Maslach & Jackson, 1981; Demerouti & Bakker, 2007). Therefore, Schaufeli, Leiter, Maslach, and Jackson (1996) developed the survey that can be used for other sectors other than the human service sector called MBI – GS (Maslach Burnout Inventory – General Survey). It has 3 dimensions based on the original MBI, which are exhaustion, cynicism, and professional efficacy, and includes items that refer to more general, non – social aspects of the job (Demerouti & Bakker, 2007). The third and the new dimension, which is professional efficacy, refers to belief that employees can fulfill their job responsibility effectively (Bakker, Demerouti, & Schaufeli, 2003). Yet, MBI-GS did not overcome the psychometric shortcoming of MBI. It is because it
uses a one direction framing in its subscales. MBI-GS uses negative statements for all items in emotional exhaustion and cynicism, and positive statements for professional efficacy. From a psychometric point of view, such one-sided scales are inferior to scales that include both positively and negatively worded items (Dyot & Glick, 1998).

There is another measurement tool which has been developed in Germany using many occupational groups as its object named Oldenburg Burnout Inventory or OLBI (Demerouti & Nachreiner, 1996, Demerouti, 1999). It uses a positive and negative framing of items in assessing the two dimensions of burnout which are exhaustion and disengagement from work (Demerouti, Mostert, & Bakker, 2010). The definition of exhaustion in OLBI is changed into “a consequence of intensive physical affective, and cognitive strain, as a longterm consequence of prolonged exposure to certain job demands” and definition of disengagement become “distancing themselves from their work and experiencing negative attitudes toward the work object, work content, or their work in general”. OLBI will be used as a measurement tool in this research because it covers the psychometric shortcoming of MBI-GS by having both positive and negative framing of items in each of its subscales (Demerouti & Bakker, 2007).

Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB)

OCB is “those extra work-related behaviors which go above and beyond the routine duties prescribed by their job descriptions or measured in formal evaluations” (Bateman & Organ, 1983). The theory of Organizational Citizenship Behavior was later elaborated more by Organ in his book Organizational Citizenship Behavior: The Good Soldier Syndrome (1988). Having an OCB makes subordinates impulsively go beyond the employment contract and carry out non-obligatory task without expecting explicit rewards and recognition (Organ, 1988).

According to Organ theory (1998), OCB has 5 main dimensions. The first one is conscientiousness which is defined as a dedication to job which exceed formal requirements. The second one is altruism which refers to behaviours such as empathy, friendship, and compassion which motivate employees to help others in relevant organizational job. Civic virtue is when employees see themselves as the part of the organization, making them willingly join in political life cycle or another extracurricular activity which their attendance are not necessary. Sportmanship is the behavior of warmly tolerating the irritations that are an inevitable part of nearly every organizational setting. The last one is courtesy which is a discretionary behavior of preventing work-related problems from occuring by respecting other organization’s members.

Theoretical Framework

In this research, author uses two major theories which are Burnout and Organizational Citizenship Beahvior (OCB). Burnout which uses OLBI measurement tool consists of two main dimensions. They are exhaustion and disengagement (Demerouti, Mostert, & Bakker, 2010). OCB according to Organ (1988) has 5 dimensions which are conscientiousness, altruism, civic virtue, sportmanship, and courtesy.

Burnout will give a negative impact to OCB. Higher burnout level indicates high pressure or many tasks, which led to exhaustion, and more disengagement from the job. Therefore, they will not be willing to do beyond the formal system requirement, i.e. having lower level of OCB. This statement is also supported by several previous researches which indicates the significant negative relationship between burnout and OCB. It is proven by several research already that burnout significantly affects the OCB (Chiu & Tsai, 2006; Ying, 2012; Talachi & Gorji, 2013). In short, the relationship between burnout and OCB can be summarized into the following figure.

Figure 1.Relationship Between Concepts

Exhaustion and disengagement will act as the independent variables (X1 and X2 respectively) towards a single dependent variable which is OCB.

The current research is also supported by the research by Chiu and Tsai (2006) which conducted a research about relationship between burnout, job involvement, and OCB. The result shows that 2 out of 3 dimensions of burnout according to MBI instrument have significant negative relationship towards OCB and job involvement can be used as the mediating factor in building OCB up.

Another research was also conducted by Ying (2012). He reseached for the relationship between work values, burnout, and OCB. He not only found that burnout and burnout dimensions give negative impact towards OCB but also burnout acts as a negative mediator between work values and OCB.

Based on the previous theories and researches, the author has made 4 hypotheses regarding to the outcome of this research:

H1: Burnout dimensions simultaneously gives significant impact towards OCB
H2: Exhaustion has a significant effect to Organizational Citizenship Behavior in Premier Surabaya Hospital
H3: Disengagement has a significant effect to Organizational Citizenship Behavior in Premier Surabaya Hospital
H4: Group of departments dealing directly with customers has higher level of Burnout than group of departments which are not dealing directly with customers

RESEARCH METHOD

Not only collecting data and finding the interaction between two variables, this research will also go as far as answering the causal relationship between burnout and OCB using the basis of theories and hypothesis. However, it will not make prediction of future events that might occur. Therefore, this research is included as causal-explanatory study. As an addition, the author will also conduct a comparative-explanatory study by comparing the burnout level between the group dealing directly with customers and group not dealing directly with customers.

In measuring burnout, the author will use Oldenburg Burnout Inventory (OLBI) which has 2 dimensions, exhaustion and disengagement (Demerouti, Mostert, & Bakker, 2010). Exhaustion will be the first independent variable (X1) and disengagement will be the second independent variable (X2). The items for each variables will be adapted from 16-items tool by Demerouti, Mostert, and Bakker (2010) with a 4-points Likert scale ranging from very agree until very disagree. Both exhaustion and disengagement will have 8 items each. They will have both positively framed items and negatively framed items.

Exhaustion will consist of 4 positively framed items and 4 negatively framed items. The positively framed items are “I can tolerate the pressure of my work very well”, “After working, I have enough energy for my leisure activities”, “Usually, I can manage the amount of my work very well”, “When I work, I usually feel energized”. The negatively framed items will be “There are days when I feel tired before I arrive at work”, “After work, I tend to need more time than in the past in order to relax and feel better”, “During my work, I often feel emotionally drained”, “After my work, I usually feel worn out and weary”.

Disengagement will also consist of 4 positively framed items and 4 negatively framed items. The positively framed items are “I always find new and interesting aspects in my work”, “I find my work to be a positive challenge”, “This is the only type of work that I can imagine myself doing”, “I feel more and more engaged in my work”. The negatively framed items will be “It happens more and more often that I talk about my work in a negative way”, “Lately, I tend to think less at work and do my job almost mechanically”, “Over time, one can become disconnected from this type of work”, “Sometimes, I feel sickened by my work tasks”.

The author will use a tools adapted from May and Ramayah (2009) which she made based on Organ (1988) for the OCB measurement tool. It consists of 20 items with 7-Likert Scale ranging from very agree to very disagree. The items will include “I eager to tell outsiders good news about the company”, “I take one’s job seriously and rarely make mistakes”, “I avoid consuming a lot of time complaining about trivial matters”, “I am willing to help colleagues solve work-related problems”, “I am willing to cover work assignment for colleagues when needed”, “I perform only required task”, “I try hard to self-study to increase the quality of work outputs”, “I try to avoid creating problems for colleagues”. The item “I perform only required task” is somehow negatively framed while the other items of OCB is positively framed. Therefore, the author changed the item into “I am willing to work more than what I must do” which is a positively framed statement.

The type of data that will be used in this research are nominal, ordinal, and interval data. The nominal type of data will be used for the question about gender and department. The ratio data will be used for salary, education, and working experience. The interval data will be used for the measurement questions of the dependent and independent variables.

The author will use primary sources that will be taken from respondents by using the questionnaires to take the data.

In this research, the population will be the employees of Premier Surabaya Hospital from various departments. Then, they will be grouped into 2 groups / elements: departments which deal directly with customers and departments which do not deal directly with customer. The respondents will only be taken from some departments as listed in table 1 below. The purpose of the limitation is to simplify the grouping process as some departments consist of both positions dealing directly with customers and not dealing directly with customers. For example, Food and Beverage Department consists of cooks, butchers, and pastry staffs which work in the kitchen, and waiters and waitresses which serve customers directly. Not only that, the author only want to take data from a permanent employees. So, there are some departments which consist mainly from outsourcing that will not be used as respondents. Therefore, the method that will be used is purposive judgement sampling from the nonprobability sampling method. Before collecting the data, author must first determine the minimum respondents needed. The formula based on Pallant (2005) is:

\[ N > 50 + 8m \]

Where:
\[ N = \text{sample size} \]
\[ m = \text{number of independent variables} \]
There will be 2 independent variables in this research. Therefore, the minimum sample size for this research is 67.

The respondents will be the employees of Premier Surabaya Hospital from various department. The departments will be grouped into 2 groups: departments dealing directly with customers and departments which are not dealing directly with customers. The grouping of departments is listed in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departments dealing directly with customers</th>
<th>Departments which are not dealing directly with customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing department</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident Medical Officer (RMO)</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Office</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiology</td>
<td>Human Resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapy</td>
<td>Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biomedical Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Engineer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before going for more thorough analysis, author must check whether the data used in the regression analysis is having an outliers or not. This can be done by looking at the Stem and Leaf Plot and the Boxplot generated by SPSS (Pallant, 2005). There is also a calculation to determine the lowest and highest limit of the data by Tukey (1977). Below is the formulas to determine the upper and lower bound of the data:

Upper = Q3 + (multiplier*(Q3 – Q1))
Lower = Q1 - (multiplier*(Q3 – Q1))

The number for Q1 and Q3 will be taken from Percentiles Table generated by SPSS.

According to Tukey (1977), the rule of thumb for the multiplier is 1.5. However, this multiplier value of 1.5 often results in the existence of outliers. Therefore, Hoaglin and Iglewicz (1987) propose 2.2 as the finer multiplier value. This value is the one that the author will use in this research.

Validity test needs to be conducted to ensure that the test really measure what we really want to measure. (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). The measurement of validity can be done by testing the correlation between the construct variable and the indicators / statements using bivariate correlation (Ghozali, 2011). The tool is said to be valid if the significance value between the construct variable and the indicators / statements are less than 0.05.

Reliability test was conducted to ensure that the tool used has an accuracy and precision of a measurement procedure. It is conducted through internal consistency test. Cronbach’s Alpha will be used in this method to determine whether the tool is reliable or not. A minimum Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.7 is needed for a tool to be said as reliable (Pallant, 2005).

Multiple linear regression will be used in this research. Here, all the variables will be entered in the equation simultaneously. Before continuing to the hypothesis testing, the author must ensure that the samples some assumptions that needs to be fulfilled for a multiple regression analysis to generate optimum result. They are multicollinearity, linearity, normality, homoscedasticity, and independence of residuals (autocorrelation) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). After that, the author can continue to the hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis testing be started with F test. F test uses the F value in ANOVA table to test the overall significance of the regression model (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). The significance value of the regression model must be below the significance level used in this research. As this research uses 0.05 significance level, the significance value of the regression model must be below 0.05 for the H1 of this test to be accepted.

Then, t test will also be conducted to determine the impact of the independent variables towards dependent variables individually. To determine whether the independent variables give significant impact to dependent variable or not, the significance value of the t-value will be compared to the significance level used for the research (0.05). If the significance value of t is lower than 0.05, the independent variable has significant impact to the dependent variable.

Last, the author will take a look at the adjusted $R^2$. Adjusted $R^2$ refers to how much the variation in the independent variables can explain the variation in the dependent variable, adjusted according to the number of independent variable used (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). Pallant (2005) also stated that adjusted $R^2$ can be used to describe how well a model can describe the real condition in the population. He also stated that adjusted $R^2$ gives a better estimation of the real condition in the population. The value of adjusted $R^2$ ranges from 0 to 1. A higher value is better since it means that the model can give higher percentage of variance of the model. It also means that the model can better describe the condition of population in reality (Cooper & Schindler, 2014).

For the comparative study, the author will use independent sample t-test in finding whether there is a significant difference between the burnout value of the two groups (Pallant, 2005; Northern Arizona University, n.d.). This test can be used as long as the number of samples in the larger group is not 1.5 times larger than the number of samples in the smaller group and the basic assumptions are fulfilled. The assumptions are independence, normality, and
homogeneity of variance (Morgan, Leech, Gloeckner, & Barret, 2004).

The interpretation of the Independent Samples t Test can be seen from the significance value of the t Test in Independent Sample Test Table. Below is the hypotheses for independent Samples t Test for this research.

\[ H_0 : \mu_1 = \mu_2 \]
\[ H_1 : \mu_1 \neq \mu_2 \]

If the significance value is higher than 0.05, the Ho is accepted that there is no significant difference between the mean value of the two groups. However, if the significance value is lower than 0.05, the Ho will be rejected and H1 will be accepted that there is a significant difference between the mean value of the two groups.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the end, 101 questionnaires can be used for further analysis. No outliers were found in the data. Therefore, the author can move on to the justification of data using reliability and validity test.

### Table 2. Reliability Test Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exhaustion (X1)</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>Passed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disengagement (X2)</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>Passed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB (Y)</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>Passed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the variables have Cronbach’s Alpha value higher than 0.7 which can be seen in table 2. Therefore, all variables passed the reliability test. Some items are deleted in order to get a higher value of Cronbach’s Alpha. The items deleted are 1 item of exhaustion, 2 items of disengagement, and 3 items from OCB. Only the undeleted items will be used for validity test.

### Table 3. Validity Test Result Using Correlation Coefficient (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Exhaustion (X1)</th>
<th>Disengagement (X2)</th>
<th>OCB (Y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burnout11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnout15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that all the items have correlation coefficient lower than 0.05 with their respective constructs. Therefore, the validity test has been passed.

Previously, it has been explained that there are some assumptions that need to be fulfilled for multiple linear regression to be able to give optimum result. The samples have been inputed and the tests of assumptions have been done. The result shows that all of the assumptions has been fulfilled. So, the author can go to the hypothesis testing.

### Table 4. F Test Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>18.217</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The significance value of the regression is below 0.05, indicating that burnout dimensions simultaneously give significant impact towards OCB. Therefore, the first hypothesis of this research that Burnout dimensions simultaneously gives significant impact towards OCB can be accepted.

### Table 5. t Test Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficient</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exhaustion (X1)</td>
<td>-0.474</td>
<td>-3.655</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Passed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disengagement (X2)</td>
<td>-0.296</td>
<td>-2.262</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>Passed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows a significant level below 0.05 for both independent variables. The significance value for exhaustion is 0.000 and for disengagement is 0.026. This means that exhaustion and disengagement does individually affect OCB. Looking at the unstandardized β coefficient, the negative value for both Disengagement and Exhaustion indicates that they give significant negative effect towards OCB. Therefore, author can make a conclusion that burnout dimensions have a significant negative effect to Organizational Citizenship Behavior in Premier Hospital Surabaya. Therefore, the second and third...
hypothesis of this research that exhaustion and disengagement individually gives significant effect towards OCB in Premier Surabaya Hospital can be accepted.

Table 6. Adjusted $R^2$ Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of Samples</th>
<th>Mean Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dealing</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Dealing</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2.9348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of the adjusted $R^2$ of the regression model is only 0.256 which is very small. It means that the model can only describe 25.6% of the real condition in the population. This value also means that the independent variable can only describe 25.6% of the dependent variable’s variance whereas the other 74.4% is described by another factor outside of this model.

The total samples in the group of departments dealing directly with customers is 55. And, the total samples in the group of departments not dealing directly with customers is 46. The maximum number of samples in the larger group will be 1.5 x 46 = 69. Therefore, the two groups can be considered as equal. Not only that, the assumption of normality and homogeneity of variance has been fulfilled. For the assumption of independence, the author spread the questionnaires in a bundle for each department to prevent the communication between employees, especially between employees dealing directly and not dealing directly with customers, during the questionnaires filling process as an anticipation act since there is no statistical test for assumption of independence.

Table 7. Burnout Mean Value of Each Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of Samples</th>
<th>Mean Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dealing</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Dealing</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2.9348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To describe the meaning of the mean in this section, an interval will be used to determine the range of the scaling. As the scale is described 5 of 1 to 4, the interval will be (4-1)/4 = 0.75. Below is the visualisation of the scaling using 0.75 interval. The scaling in the questionnaire uses Very Agree until Very Disagree statement. Since the indicators are made into negatively framed statements, higher agreement, or lower value, means higher burnout. So, Figure 4.13 uses Very High for lower value until Very Low for higher value to make it easier for interpretation later.

Refer to the mean value in Table 7, both departments dealing directly with customers and departments not dealing directly with customers in Premier Surabaya Hospital have low burnout level. Departments not dealing directly with customers has a mean value of 2.9348 which is slightly lower than the mean value of departments dealing directly with customers of 3.0013. As mentioned before, lower mean value means higher burnout level. Therefore, departments not dealing directly with customers seems like having higher burnout level than departments dealing directly with customers. However, the author should check the significance value of the $t$ – test first.

Table 8. Independent Sample $t$ Test Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burnout</td>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The significance value of the $t$ – test is 0.267 which is higher than 0.05. Therefore, the conclusion can be made that there is no significant difference of Burnout level between the two groups of departments. This result also indicates that the fourth hypothesis of the research that group of departments dealing directly with customers has higher level of Burnout than group of departments which are not dealing directly with customers is rejected.

Both the F test and $t$ Test shows that burnout and its dimensions give significant effect towards the OCB. Also, the effect given is a negative effect. Meaning, the OCB level will decrease as the burnout level increase. This conclusion confirms the results from previous researches from Chiu and Tsai (2006), Ying (2012), and Talachi and Gorji (2013) that burnout gives significant negative effect towards OCB. However, the burnout level of the employees of Premier Surabaya Hospital is considered as low. This is interesting since it is contradictory with the finding of Schaufeli (2007) and Maslach, Jackson, and Leiter (1996) that burnout is highly associated with the kind of job in healthcare industry. Author also compared the burnout level between the group of departments dealing directly with customers and the group of departments not dealing directly with customers. It turns out that there is no significant difference between the Burnout level of the group of departments dealing with customers and the group of departments not dealing directly with customers. The finding is contradictory with the statement from Chiu and Tsai (2006) that burnout often occurs in employees in occupations or professions that demand frequent contacts with customers, and Schaufeli (2007) which stated that burnout is highly associated with “people work” in the human service.

CONCLUSION

In the beginning of the research, the author set 2 questions of the research which are summarized in the hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that Burnout has a significant negative effect to Organizational Citizenship Behavior in Premier Surabaya Hospital. The second hypothesis is that the group of
departments dealing directly with customers has higher level of Burnout than the group of departments which are not dealing directly with customers.

The result of the F-test indicates that Burnout dimensions does have a significant effect towards OCB simultaneously. Furthermore, the t-test result shows that both Exhaustion and Disengagement from Work have significant negative effect towards the OCB. Therefore, the first, second, and third hypotheses of the research can be accepted that burnout dimensions has a significant effect to Organizational Citizenship Behavior in Premier Surabaya Hospital simultaneously and individually. However, the Adjusted R² test result shows the value of 25.6%. So, there are 74.4% of the variance in the population which are explained by another variables outside this regression model.

Next, the author compared the mean value of the burnout level between the group of departments dealing directly with customers and the group of departments not dealing directly with customers. The overall mean value of the Burnout is interestingly low. This is contradictory with the findings from several previous researches. This makes the fourth hypothesis of the research that the group of departments dealing directly with customers has higher level of burnout than the group of departments not dealing directly with customers is rejected.

The author realize that this research is not perfect. There are some limitations that restrict this research. The first limitation is the imbalance ratio between the two groups of departments. The total number of the employees in the group of departments not dealing with customers is way smaller than the total number of the employees in the group of departments dealing with customers (around 1:3). This gives a dilemma in deciding the number of respondents for each group. If the research follows the ratio, it will be better for the comparative study since it will describe each group better, but it will make the overall research dominated by employees from the group of departments dealing directly with customers. If the number is balanced, like the one in this research, it will be better for the overall research since it will be balanced between the two groups of departments. However, the group dealing directly with customers will not be pictured well as it is only a small amount of the total employees of the group dealing directly with customers while the group not dealing directly with customers will be 80 – 90% captured already. In this research, the number of respondent collected from each group of departments is made to be balanced to describe the overall population better. So, the author suggest to use the ratio between groups of departments in deciding the number of respondents for each group. This is done for the research to capture more parts of the the sub-population (group of departments) better. At the same time, the result can be used to confirm whether the changes of the respondents’ composition affects the research’s result.

The second limitation is the inability of the independent variables to describe the population better. The result of this research shows an adjusted R² value of only 25.6%. Therefore, there are 74.4% of variance in the population that is explained by another variables. Eventhough the regression model shows a significant effect of burnout towards OCB, this 74.4% of variance in the population has not been covered in this research. So, the author suggest to evaluate the measurement tool. The small value of Adjusted R² indicates that there are another independent variables that might cover the 74.4% variance which are not included in this research. However, there are already numerous approved Burnout measurement tools such as MBI-GS, Burnout Measures (BM), and Shirom-Melamed Burnout Measure (SMBM). Therefore, researchers can choose one of the measurement tools available which fits their researches.

The third limitation is the exclusive result for Premier Surabaya Hospital only. The result of this research is exclusively for Premier Surabaya Hospital. It can be used as a new finding that not all healthcare employees have high burnout. However, it must not be misinterpreted that employees in hospitals have low burnout since the sample is only from Premier Surabaya Hospital. Moreover, there are two researches about Burnout that have already been conducted in Premier Surabaya Hospital resulting in the same conclusion of low Burnout level, the one conducted by Harnida (2014) and this research itself. Therefore, the author suggest future researches to take samples from another hospital. If it is possible, take samples from many hospitals in one research. This will give more insight about the overall condition of healthcare industry instead of just one hospital.
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